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Logline: In the unreal world of an alternative sexual wellness centre, a sexually awkward research 

intern struggles to embrace her ever-expanding knowledge about sex and intimacy, without 

losing her grip on reality. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Jeannie Story is a sexual late bloomer with an over-active imagination. She seeks counsel from an 

imaginary pet poodle just to survive the day. She took the research job at Potent hoping the 

knowledge she gains at work will help her gain confidence in her personal and romantic life. But 

her job pushes her so far out of her comfort zone it’s a different reality altogether.  

SYNOPSIS: 

POTENT is a half hour, single-camera, work-place comedy set in an unconventional and fictious 

sexual wellness & healing centre in San Francisco.  The centre looks more like a yoga studio than 

a health facility and offers clients a smorgasbord of sexual workshops, intimacy coaching, and 

unconventional healing sessions – from cuddle parties and pirate puppet therapy to healing 

touch and primal scream sessions. Potent is run by neurotic psychologists, quirky energy healers, 

and morally questionable body workers with egos the size of Viagra profits. The ensemble cast of 

healers don’t always get along, or agree with each other’s methods, but they try their best to 

help an eclectic mix of clients deal with the physical, mental, and spiritual aspects of sex or 

intimacy. The healers are effective at work, but their personal and intimate lives are a mess. They 

each struggle with intimacy outside the office. 

At the center of it all, we find Jeannie Story, the put-upon research intern. She’s naive and easily 

flustered. She must learn to push past her discomfort with her own sexual short comings to keep 

her job and prevent her imagination from totally running amok.  

Story engine and Theme: 

Striving to be authentic, while pushing personal boundaries to grow is the goal at Potent and the 

story engine of the show. The theme of the series is personal growth takes work. Each episode 

explores a different theme related to sexual growth, healing, or intimacy, anchored through 

Jeannie’s POV. As with many intimate encounters, the dark will mix with light, absurdity will mix 

with realism, and love will mix with pathos. Jeannie’s co-workers push her to accept herself, 

while she pushes them to make changes in their messy personal lives. 

While there’s plenty of sexuality, fun and absurdity, the series also boldly takes on topics 

important to North Americans: infidelity, depression, healing after trauma, and sexual/marital 

problems that impact intimacy. The tone is humor with edge, mixed with absurdity and heart. 

Audience:  Smart and savvy, 18-35 years, who love the absurdism of Scrubs, the sexual frankness 

of Sex Education, and the slow personal growth of Mindy on the Mindy Project.   
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CHARACTERS 

Jeannie Story (23) is an awkward, kind, and naive small-town prairie gal. She desperately wants 

to be more sexually confident, but it’s a long road ahead. Her over-active imagination would 

make Alley McBeal and Dr. J.D. Dorian look rational. When overwhelmed by the West Coast 

lifestyle, intimacy or both, her imagination is sparked to absurd proportions.  

Chandra Wells (35) is a smart and sarcastic body worker, masseuse, and sexual surrogate. She’s 

bi-sexual and parents two teenagers who hate her. She’s strong willed and brutally honest. Her 

temper flares when she’s frustrated with conservative attitudes, her co-workers, or the whims of 

her teens. She wants her work to be taken more seriously. She sees Jeannie as an opportunity to 

mentor a young woman about feminism, but Jeannie could care less. 

Erik Strickland (45) is the straight-edged marriage & sex therapist. He lives a conservative 

lifestyle, but his therapeutic methods exactly aren’t by the book. He’s effective at work because 

he’s willing to improvise, but he’s closed off and distant from his wife since his son died. His 

rigidity and bossiness annoy his co-workers, except for Jeannie who sees him as a father figure. 

Wilder Rain (29) is the spirited energy and spiritual healer. If he concentrated on learning just 

one of the many teachings of Tantra, Shamanism, or holistic medicines, he might be better at it. 

What he lacks in experiences he makes up for in enthusiasm, which he self-medicates. He’s 

driven to sexual healing work for the ego boost. He values erotic pleasure, especially if it’s his. He 

behaves like a big brother to Jeannie, but she wishes he saw her differently. 

SAMPLE STORIES 

Pilot Episode: Boundary Crossing: Erik imposes changes at Potent, by hiring Jeannie to help 

conduct research. But Chandra doesn’t want her work scrutinized and sets out to prove that 

Jeannie doesn’t belong by getting her to facilitate a cuddle party. Meanwhile, Erik tries to get 

Wilder to agree to a new work policy to prevent him from dating clients, but Wilder finds a 

loophole. Erik’s co-workers suspect he’s hiding something, and Jeannie helps him keep his secret. 

Say My Name: When Wilder teases Chandra about the name she has for her vagina, Jeannie frets 

over not having a name for hers and tries to find one. Erik counsels a couple on the brink of 

divorce because they still haven’t decided on a name for their two-year old child. And Wilder gets 

schooled by a Chandra about appropriating the term yoni, the Sanskrit word for vulva. 

Sexism and Sex Work: After Chandra is accused of prostitution by a client’s wife, she attempts to 

change the laws around sexual surrogacy. Meanwhile, Wilder is pushed to get over his lazy work 

habits after a client publishes an article about the tantric orgasms she’s been having, that triple 

his bookings overnight. And Jeannie suggests to her new boyfriend that he pay for her blowjobs 

as an experiment in motivation and is disturbed to discover she likes the extra cash. 

Inspiration: I spent my 20’s working as a research assistant in psychiatric centres. Looking back, 

I’m amazed by the intimate, awkward and humorous parts of my job. I wanted to examine that 

work, but in a setting that explores the comedic challenges of intimacy, relationships and sex –

topics I write a great deal about in my humor essays.  


